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DESIGNED FOR 
COMMERCIAL USE - 
BUILT TO LAST! 

Our Thermal Sat Undersuit was 
designed, developed and built for the 
demands of hot water commercial 
diving but would equally suit any diver 
looking for thermal protection when 
above or underwater.

FABRIC BUILD
The Thermal Sat has a hydrophobic 
outer layer. This water repellent surface 
is useful when working in wet 
conditions above surface, for example 
on deck. The fabric build also helps 
retain heat and helps the garment dry 
quickly. Beneath the surface there’s a 
padded middle and soft inner lining. 
The suits layered construction helps it 
to retain heat, even when wet and 
dries fast to help keep the wearer 
warm during and after the dive.

UNDERSUIT PARTS
The integrated elasticated thumb holes 
on the cu�s will keep this thermal 
garments arms in place when donning 
any drysuit/Hotwater suit. Adjustable 
hook and loop fastening leg splits 
feature on the ankle area – useful for 
swift donning and the use of di�erent 
types of work boot. Manufactured and 
secured with a high quality YKK® 
plastic zip, to withstand washing on 
the rig and reinforced stitching to 
increase its working life. Designed to 
last up to three times longer than the 
average undersuit! The Thermal Sat has 
minimal seams and no quilting to allow 
free movement around the suit and in 
action the undersuit avoids cold spots 
too. The suit also repels water fast so 
worn in the bell post dive; it is warmer 
and more comfortable than anything 
else. On the shoulder is a toughened 
nylon back panel to protect from rear 
entry zip damage.

This thermal garment compresses 
easily for storage and is supplied with a 
drawstring bag.

SIZES
M, MT, L, LT, XL, XLT, XXL, XXLT, XXXL


